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Gravitational wave astronomy
Ground-based gravitational wave astronomy is well underway, with 
interferometric detectors ranging from 300m to 4000m armlengths
LIGO, VIRGO, GEO, TAMA
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Gravitational wave spectrum
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LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna)
Joint NASA/ESA mission, expected to launch in the late-2010s
Covers low frequency band, from ~ 10–5 Hz and 1 Hz
3 sciencecraft, freely flying in a 5 million km equilateral triangle
Currently in Formulation/Phase A
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LISA Orbit
LISA is in an Earth-trailing or Earth-leading orbit, 20º away from the 
Earth, inclined to the ecliptic by 60º
The constellation motion modulates signals, giving pointing capability.  
Other pointing ability comes from interferometry (Tinto & Larson 2004)
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Astrophysics Targets
Mergers of massive black 
holes in the nuclei of 
galaxies
Inspiral of stellar-mass black 
holes into massive black 
holes (EMRIs, IMRIs)
Gravitational radiation from 
thousands of compact binary 
systems in our galaxy
Relic gravitational radiation 
from the early universe
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LISA Discovery Space
Larson, Hiscock & Hellings (2000)
hundreds
hundreds
thousandsmillions
Exotica: halo binaries, 
cosmic backgrounds, 
superstring bursts, 
phase transitions...
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Why gravitational waves rock
Gravitational waves are excellent astrophysical probes
GW are not attenuated (Universe became transparent at 
about 10–34 sec)
GW sources are “clean and simple” (BH have mass and 
spin, and they radiate coherently)
GW sources are strong (high signal to noise allows 
precision measurements)
GW sources are standard candles (luminosity distances 
are measured with ~1% accuracy, cf. Dan Holz’s talk). Luminosity 
distance from gravitational physics only
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Massive Black Hole Binaries
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Visualization by GSFC
By far the strongest sources 
LISA will see (out to high z)
Will detect mergers of 104 – 
107 M binaries out to z = 20
High precision measurements!
Mass, spin to ~0.1% @ z = 1
Distance to ~1% @ z = 1
About an order magnitude 
worse at z = 20
These signals are easy to 
detect! 
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Massive Black Hole Binaries
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Massive Black Hole Binaries
Simulated merger, with instrumental noise, of 105 M binary at z = 15
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Baker et al. 2006
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MBH Science
With a population of LISA mergers 
and their parameters:
How did black holes spin up?  
How do spins evolve over time? 
(Hughes & Blandford 2003)
How did black holes form? What 
was the initial mass function?
Black hole mergers relation to 
galaxy merger history? (Plowman 
et al. 2009)
Fundamental physics of black holes
Comparison with GR simulations
Tests of black holes mechanics 
(e.g. area theorem)
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Extreme Mass Ratio
Capture of compact stellar masses 
by massive black holes (Freitag 2003; 
Hopman & Alexander 2006; Hopman, Freitag 
& Larson 2007; Binaries – Miller et al. 2005; 
Laguna, Larson & Shoemaker 2009)
Emitted waves encode a precision 
map of the black hole spacetime 
(Ryan 1995; Hughes 2001; Collins & Hughes 
2004) – “holiodesey”
Out to z = 1, recover spins to 
0.01% and distances to 1%
Test the “Kerr-iness” of black holes, 
other exotic condensates (e.g. 
Boson Stars – Kesden, Gair & 
Kamionkowski 2005)
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Probing gravity
LISA will make precision 
measurements of gravitational 
dynamics from strong field regime
Properties of radiation (polarization 
states, propagation behaviour) encode 
information about the nature of gravity
Graviton mass bounds from dispersion 
and propagation delays compared to 
EM signals(Will 1997; Larson & Hiscock 
2000; Jones 2004)
Bounds on quantum gravity (e.g. Chern 
Simons bounds – Alexander & Yunes 
2008,  Yunes & Finn 2008)
Phase transitions, superstring bursts 
(review – Hogan 2009)
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Status
LISA is in formulation/pre-phase A.
LISA, like most major missions, is 
currently part of the Astro2010 
Decadal Survey
LISA has been highly ranked 
during every recent review, 
notably the NRC BEPAC (Kennel 
2007) Report:
“On purely scientific grounds LISA is 
the (Beyond Einstein) mission that is 
most promising and least 
scientifically risky ... Thus, the 
committee gave LISA its highest 
scientific ranking.” 
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LISA Pathfinder
LISA Pathfinder is our 
technology development 
mission
Spacecraft has been built and is 
in pre-flight preparations before 
~2010 launch
Payload is the LISA Technology 
Package
LTP is the basic LISA sensing 
instruments connected to the 
Disturbance Reduction System
Micro-Newton thrusters 
control the spacecraft position
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Summary
LISA will be a superb astrophysical probe for many sources
LISA complements other astronomical tools and enhances our 
science capabilities 
Technology development is well underway.  Launch 2018+ (?)
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lisa.nasa.gov
lisa.esa.int
lisa-science.org
